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A better body? "Liu Ping smiled bitterly, thinking that Su Zimo was comforting him. "This is the Nine 

Heavens. How can there be a physical body that can replace it?"Su Zimo did not say anything. He 

protected Liu Ping's Essence Spirit and returned to the front of the willow tree.The willow tree seemed 

to have realized something as well and was a little afraid. Its drooping willow branches swayed 

slightly."I'll give you two choices now."Su Zimo said indifferently, "First, I'll erase your Essence Spirit. 

Your soul will dissipate and all your memories will be erased!"Creation Qinglian, the only one in the 

world, the god of plants!The plants in this space might not recognize creation Qinglian. However, when 

they sensed Su Zimo's aura, they felt a fear that came from the depths of their souls and chose to 

submit.However, the willow tree was greedy. When it sensed the powerful lifeforce emanating from Su 

Zimo, it wanted to make use of the Sui Tree to devour Su Zimo!Su Zimo did not intend to let it off to 

begin with.The willow tree trembled and its tender willow branches caressed Su Zimo's clothes 

continuously, as though it was begging for mercy.Su Zimo continued, "The second choice is for you to 

not resist and let my senior brother possess your body! When your Essence Spirits fuse, he will inherit 

your memories as well. ""From a certain perspective, you will be reborn in another way and leave this 

place to see the vast world outside."In fact, Su Zimo could erase the Essence Spirit of the willow tree 

directly and allow Liu Ping's Essence Spirit to reside in the body of the willow tree.However, Liu Ping was 

a human while the willow tree belonged to the plant race.Even if Liu Ping could control the body of the 

willow tree, he would feel uncomfortable and would not be able to unleash the full power of the 

body!The body of the willow tree had lived for a long time in the Fourth Heaven and devoured countless 

Earth Immortals.Its lifeforce was immense and unimaginable. Even Heaven Immortals of the human race 

might not be comparable to it!Over the years, it had been occupying Sui Mu to cultivate. The power 

contained in this body was extremely terrifying.Otherwise, it wouldn't have dared to challenge Su 

Zimo.In order to unleash the full power of the willow tree's body, Liu Ping had to possess it, and the 

willow tree's primordial spirit did not resist.Although the willow tree had fallen, Liu Ping could inherit its 

memories. It was equivalent to the fusion of two Primordial Spirits. 

 

In this way, this body would not reject Liu Ping's Primordial Spirit!This was the best of both worlds for 

Liu Ping and the willow tree.The willow tree was silent for a while before it sent out a divine sense to 

agree with this decision.If it did not agree, it would be killed by Su Zimo.He might as well be possessed 

by Liu Ping and leave this world!"Junior Brother Su …"Liu Ping listened from the side and gradually 

understood what Su Zimo meant."You can inherit this body first. If you don't like it, you can replace it 

yourself if you find a better one in the future."Su Zimo said."Alright!"Liu Ping was agitated and quickly 

agreed.Without the protection of a physical body, his Primordial Spirit could encounter danger at any 

time.Furthermore, the body of the willow tree before him did not seem too bad.At that moment, Liu 

Ping did not realize how terrifying and vast the power contained in the body of the willow tree was!For 

him, this was the greatest opportunity he had ever had in his cultivation up till this point!Su Zimo sent 

Liu Ping's Primordial Spirit into the willow tree's consciousness.Although time was tight, he was not in a 

hurry to leave. He stood on the spot and protected it silently with a burning gaze.The willow tree was 

too bold. If it suddenly changed its mind after he left and turned around to devour Liu Ping's Primordial 

Spirit, it was not impossible.When the willow tree sensed Su Zimo's gaze, the final ripple in its heart 

calmed down as well. It gave up on resisting completely and allowed Liu Ping's Essence Spirit to possess 



it!The two Primordial Spirits began to come into contact and gradually fused!The willow tree's 

Primordial Spirit was a gigantic ball of green light.Although it was still an Earth Immortal, the Primordial 

Spirit power emitted by this ball of light was much stronger than Liu Ping's Primordial Spirit!In front of 

this gigantic ball of green light, Liu Ping's Primordial Spirit was at most a fingernail-sized light spot.If it 

had not completely given up resisting, Liu Ping would not have been able to possess it 

successfully!Under Su Zimo's gaze, this ball of light absorbed the energy of the ball of green light bit by 

bit and continued to grow. 

 

Not long after, the energy of Liu Ping's Primordial Spirit finally surpassed that of the willow tree. The 

speed of absorption was also much faster.After a while, there was only a ball of Primordial Spirit left in 

this consciousness!The possession was a success!Of course, the willow tree's memories were very 

complicated and Liu Ping still needed some time to digest all these memories.After the two Primordial 

Spirits merged, it was not very stable and he had to continue waiting.No matter what, at least Liu Ping's 

life was no longer in danger.Moreover, after he completely controlled the body of the willow tree, there 

should be no one in the Fourth Heaven who could threaten him!Su Zimo turned around and walked 

towards the Teleportation Formation expressionlessly, preparing to ascend to the Fifth Heaven."Junior 

Brother Su, don't go …"At this moment, Liu Ping's spirit consciousness was transmitted over.His 

Primordial Spirit was not very stable and this spirit consciousness was also fluctuating slightly."Tai Hua 

and the rest sealed the disciples of the academy. It was Senior Brother Ye who sacrificed his life to break 

free from the seal and warned me. That was why I had the chance to escape …""Sacrificed his life?"Su 

Zimo stopped in his tracks and frowned slightly."Senior Brother Ye is dead …""He released the Life 

Breaking Sacrifice Art and broke free from the seal on his body. He warned me to be careful and also 

asked me to stop you from ascending …""Senior Brother Ye Fei scolded Tai Hua for being shameless and 

was killed by him after spitting blood all over his face."Liu Ping's spirit consciousness was transmitted 

over one after another. Su Zimo's expression became colder and colder!Senior Brother Ye Fei is 

dead!Although Su Zimo had been in Qiankun Academy for a thousand years, the two of them only met 

for the first time at this 10,000 Years Meeting.There was no friendship between the two of them. At 

most, they were fellow disciples.Su Zimo did not even have a deep impression of this Senior Brother Ye 

Fei.However, he had not expected Ye Fei to die tragically at the fifth Heaven!He had once thought that 

as long as Qiankun Academy did not interfere in his feud with Great Jin and Flying Immortal Sect, the 

disciples of the academy would be spared from the calamity and bloodshed.However, he had not 

expected that not only did the Great Jin Immortal Kingdom and Flying Immortal Sect want to kill him, 

they wanted to teach Qiankun Academy a lesson as well! 

 

Su Zimo's expression was grim and his killing intent was torrential as he walked towards the 

teleportation formation."Junior Brother Su, why are you still heading over?!"Liu Ping watched as Su 

Zimo walked further and further away and was increasingly worried.However, his Essence Spirit had just 

fused and was not stable enough. He could not control the willow tree body completely and could not 

transform into human form. Unable to leave, he could only be anxious."It's nothing. I'm just going to 

bring Senior Brother Ye's corpse back."Su Zimo stood on the teleportation formation and paused for a 

moment. His eyes were cold as he said slowly, "Also, some people have to be buried with him!" 

Chapter 2222 



In the square.Seeing this scene, everyone who heard Su Zimo's words had different expressions.Some 

shook their heads and sighed, some looked disdainful, and some looked worried …When Heaven 

Immortal Bai Hai saw that Liu Ping had escaped and told Su Zimo about it, he was still a little worried, 

afraid that Su Zimo would be afraid and not proceed.Seeing that Su Zimo had ascended to the Fifth 

Heaven, he heaved a sigh of relief and felt relieved."I know this kid too well. He will never back 

down."Duke Yuanzuo smiled as if he had already expected this scene. He said, "This kid is audacious and 

unscrupulous. There's nothing he doesn't dare to do!""It's good for young people to be aggressive and 

hot-blooded."Bai Hai smiled and said, "It's a pity that he's going to die this time."At this moment, there 

were already eight Earth Immortals from the Dajin Celestial Nation, including Han the Iron.There were 

also ten Earth Immortals from the Flying Immortal Sect, including Immortal Tai Hua!A total of 22 people 

from these two forces had entered the Ninth Heaven.Now, 18 people had arrived and were waiting for 

Su Zimo to come to them!Among them, there were also peak-stage Earth Immortals like Immortal Tai 

Hua, Qingchen Zi, and Han the Iron.With such a big lineup, even a first-stage or second-stage Heaven 

Immortal would most likely die here!"Your Highness, will Mr. Su be alright?"Xu Xiaotian looked worried 

and asked softly.Xie Qingcheng opened his mouth slightly and stopped talking.In the end, he didn't say a 

word and sighed softly.If Su Zimo hadn't released so many trump cards in the Fourth Heaven, he might 

still have a chance to live.But now, he had broken through the Fourth Heaven and consumed a lot of 

energy.Many of his trump cards had been released in advance and couldn't be used again in a short 

period of time.On the other hand, Immortal Tai Hua, Qingchen Zi, Han the Iron, and the other Earth 

Immortals had been waiting for a long time and were conserving their energy.Not to mention the 

difference in strength between the two sides, they were also in different states.How could they fight this 

battle?The elders of the academy stood in place, looking sad and angry. They couldn't stop Su Zimo from 

ascending and could only let the situation develop. 

Among the people present, there was probably only one person who was the most relaxed and 

calm.Yun Ting looked at the figure in the Ninth Heaven and drank a bowl of strong liquor. He murmured, 

"You won't disappoint me, will you?"In all fairness, even if he were in their shoes, he wouldn't be able to 

guarantee that he would win this round!…Strong winds howled and yellow sand rolled.In front of the 

Earth Ranking's stone tablet, a corpse lay there motionless. The sandstorm had covered more than half 

of the body.There were also dozens of figures scattered around, either sitting or standing.Everyone had 

different expressions on their faces, but when they occasionally opened their eyes, they all faintly 

revealed a trace of anticipation.Not long after, a figure strode over from afar. It was Han the Iron, who 

had Just Now chased after Liu Ping. He had finally returned."Where is he?"Qing Chenzi raised his brows 

and asked."He ran away."Han the Iron didn't say much, but answered coldly."He ran away?"Qing Chenzi 

frowned and questioned, "You are the Great Commander of the Executioner Earth Guards. How could 

you let such a small character escape?""He burned his Blood Essence to release an escape technique. I 

couldn't catch up with him."Han the Iron said, "However, he was hit by my ice blade. He definitely won't 

survive."Immortal Tai Hua opened his eyes and sneered slightly. He was also a little angry and 

complained, "But if he tells Su Zimo about this, our preparations might be in vain!""He won't."Han the 

Iron's voice didn't fluctuate at all. He said, "Before this, I've studied Su Zimo. If he knows that the 

disciples of the academy died in the hands of you and me, he will definitely ascend! ""Oh?"Immortal Tai 

Hua asked, "Knowing that he will die, he still came?""He's not afraid of death."Han the Iron said 

coldly.Immortal Tai Hua was about to speak when his expression suddenly changed!At the same time, all 

the cultivators in front of the Earth Ranking's stone tablet sensed something.Some people who were 

resting with their eyes closed also opened their eyes.Even Feng Yin's expression changed and he looked 



into the distance! 

Amidst the vast expanse of yellow sand, a figure was slowly walking towards this place.This person 

seemed to be moving very slowly.However, with every step he took, the ground under everyone's feet 

would tremble as if a peerless monster was about to be born in the depths of the earth!An extremely 

terrifying killing intent permeated between heaven and earth, making one's heart tremble!He's 

here!Immortal Tai Hua and the other 18 top Earth Immortals of the Dajin Immortal Kingdom and the 

Flying Immortal Sect stood up one after another. Their eyes lit up and powerful auras also burst out of 

their bodies, as if condensing into a tide, and whizzing towards that figure!Which of the Earth Immortals 

who could make it here and leave their names on the Earth Ranking's stone tablet hadn't been famous 

for many years?Which one of them wasn't a peerless genius?Any one of the 18 of them would not be 

afraid of Su Zimo if they stood out!Rumble!Su Zimo's aura collided with the incoming aura. A series of 

thunder seemed to have sounded in the sky, and the space trembled!Su Zimo didn't retreat at all. He 

was still moving forward!"He really dares to come?"Yue Feng of the Mountain and Sea Immortal Sect 

frowned slightly."Maybe he wants to perish together with the geniuses of the Dajin Immortal Kingdom 

and the Flying Immortal Sect." Xie Yun sighed softly."Perish together?"Yun Lei shook his head and said, 

"With the three Earth Immortals, Immortal Tai Hua, Qingchen Zi, and Han the Iron, he won't even have 

that chance.""What a strong killing intent …"Feng Yin, who was far away, suddenly murmured 

softly.Immortal Tai Hua and the others moved and rushed forward. In the blink of an eye, they 

surrounded Su Zimo!Seeing that there was no one guarding Chi Hong, Xie Yun went to her side and used 

a Dharmic art, trying to remove the restriction in Chi Hong's body.However, Immortal Tai Hua's 

restriction was too overbearing.He continuously used Dharmic arts and could only break the restriction 

on Chi Hong's tongue. Most of the restrictions on her body couldn't be affected."Junior Brother Su!"Chi 

Hong looked sorrowful. As soon as she could speak, she yelled, "Senior Brother Ye was killed by Tai 

Hua! You have to avenge him and kill Tai Hua! ""Don't worry." 

Su Zimo looked around and looked at Tai Hua and the others. He said slowly, "Today, all the Earth 

Immortals of the Dajin Immortal Kingdom and the Flying Immortal Sect will die with Senior Brother 

Ye!""Hehe."Qingchen Zi shook his head and chuckled. With a mocking expression, he said, "Su Zimo, you 

probably haven't realized the situation you're in, right?""Let me introduce myself …"Qingchen Zi raised 

his head slightly and was interrupted by Su Zimo just as he was about to speak."You don't have to."Su 

Zimo stared at Qingchen Zi who was not far away and said coldly, "I'll start with you first!"Before he 

finished speaking, Su Zimo stomped his foot and stomped heavily on the ground!The entire ground 

shook violently!Crack!Immediately after, under everyone's gaze, a huge dark crack appeared on the 

ground of the Fifth Heaven. The sound of a sword humming could be heard from within, and the killing 

intent was boiling!The earth released its killing intent, and dragons and snakes rose from the ground! 

Chapter 2223 

No one dared to believe that Su Zimo would dare to make the first move under the siege of Tai Hua and 

the other peak Earth Immortals.A peerless ferocious creature that was filled with killing intent and 

condensed from countless Sword Qi emerged from the ground and bit towards Qing Chenzi!Qing Chenzi 

did not expect that Su Zimo's attack would come from underground!The gravity in the Fifth Heaven was 

far greater than the outside world, and the ground under everyone's feet was much harder and sturdier 

than the ground outside.The scene of Su Zimo's foot cracking the ground was too shocking!Qing Chenzi 

was stunned for a moment, and a ferocious beast rushed out from under him with a murderous 

aura."Quick!"After all, Qing Chenzi's combat power was predicted to be in the top ten of the Earth List.In 



the face of this sudden attack, although he had lost the initiative, his reaction was extremely fast. He 

immediately activated his Qi and blood, raised his Qi, rose into the air, and released the Light Body 

Mystic Technique without hesitation!At the same time, Qing Chenzi kept waving his hands downwards, 

condensing his Essence Qi into wisps of black silk that wrapped around the ferocious beast and slowed it 

down.The other cultivators of the Dajin Immortal Kingdom and the Flying Immortal Sect also made their 

moves. Some rushed towards Su Zimo, while others released their Immortal Arts and Divine Powers. All 

of them attacked the ferocious beast that emerged from the ground.With everyone joining forces, there 

was naturally no way they would watch Su Zimo attack Qing Chenzi without doing anything.Immortal Tai 

Hua stretched out his fingertips and quickly drew a complicated rune in mid-air that emitted a dazzling 

brilliance. He was about to hit Su Zimo.All of a sudden!Immortal Tai Hua sensed something and turned 

around abruptly. He looked at Qing Chenzi who was leaping into the air and shouted, "Watch out 

above!"Seeing that he had escaped the pursuit of the ferocious beast beneath him, Qing Chenzi heaved 

a sigh of relief and relaxed a little when he heard Immortal Tai Hua's warning.Immediately after, a large 

shadow shrouded over his head!An even more terrifying killing intent shrouded him. It was bone-chilling 

and almost seeped into his internal organs.Qing Chenzi only felt his scalp tingle and his hands and feet 

turn cold. At this moment, his heart almost jumped out of his chest!Since he started cultivating, he had 

experienced several life-and-death crises.However, he had never felt so close to death!Pfft! 

Blood mist gushed out!Qing Chen Zi's body was devoured by a gaping mouth and was instantly crushed 

into a blood mist. His Essence Spirit did not even have the chance to escape and was destroyed on the 

spot!Even until his death, Qing Chen Zi did not know who had killed him.As for the many cultivators 

watching from the sidelines, they could see everything clearly!Just as the ground cracked open and the 

winged creature charged out, countless Sword Qi condensed into a divine dragon in the sky and 

swooped down!The combined attack of the dragon and snake, their killing intent overflowing to the 

heavens. Qing Chen Zi died on the spot!Hiss!In the square, sounds of people sucking in cold air could be 

heard.Many cultivators looked at the scene in the Nine Heavens in shock!Surrounded by eighteen peak-

stage Earth Level Deities, Su Zimo had killed Qing Chenzi of the Flying Immortal Sect as soon as the 

battle began!"What was that dragon snake just now? What a terrifying attack!""Even through the 

Firmament Ancient Mirror, I can feel that killing intent.""I don't know if that's a Divine Power or a secret 

skill. I've never heard of it before. This should be Su Zimo's strongest trump card."The crowd was in 

uproar."When the earth emits killing intent, the dragon snake rises from the ground. If I'm not wrong, 

Just Now's attack should be the legendary Earth Slaying Sword Art! "The Perfected Immortal Xie Ling 

said slowly."Earth Slaying Sword Art?""Su Zimo from the academy actually has two of the three great 

sword arts, the Human Slaying Sword and the Earth Slaying Sword!""No wonder Yun Ting declared war 

on him.""If that's the case, Qing Chen Zi's death by the Earth Slaying Sword Art is justified."As soon as 

his voice fell, it caused an even greater uproar!Most of the cultivators did not recognize that attack at 

all. Only Yun Ting's expression was normal with a faint smile on his face. He was not surprised at all.Back 

in the Emperor's Tomb, when the two of them fought, Yun Ting had seen Su Zimo's two great sword 

arts.However, even with the two great sword arts, they were no match for his Human Slaying Sword!In 

the Nine Heavens.Qing Chen Zi's death did not stop the battle. Instead, the attacks of the other 

cultivators intensified. 

Nobody dared to underestimate Su Zimo anymore!A portion of the cultivators attacked and destroyed 

the Soaring Serpent divine dragon formed by the Earth Slaying Sword Art. The other portion charged 

towards Su Zimo!Han Iron's physique was strong and his blood qi was strong. With a cold expression, he 

arrived before Su Zimo in the blink of an eye and was prepared to engage in melee combat!From the 



prediction of the Earth Ranking, he knew that Su Zimo was strong in melee combat.Back in the depths of 

the Second Heaven, the two of them had fought once as well.However, the current situation was 

completely different from before.Even if Qing Chen Zi was dead, there were still more than ten 

cultivators holding back Su Zimo. Among them was Immortal Taihua who had the most terrifying 

attacks!As long as Su Zimo was distracted, he would definitely be severely injured in melee 

combat!"Roar!"All of a sudden!Su Zimo opened his mouth with a stern expression and let out a 

deafening roar like a Vajra!It sounded like a dragon's roar, a phoenix's cry and a myriad of beasts 

roaring!With Su Zimo as the center, the terrifying power of the sound domain was almost corporeal as it 

spread out like a wave!Many cultivators shuddered.When a few cultivators saw Su Zimo speak, they 

realized that something was amiss and hurriedly released their sound domain mystic skills.However, 

their sound domain mystic skills were completely vulnerable against Su Zimo's Dragon Roar mystic skill 

and were destroyed easily!The attacks of those cultivators collapsed instantly.Even the runes that 

Immortal Taihua had just condensed in his hands showed signs of collapsing!The first to bear the brunt 

was Han Iron!"Ah!"Han Iron's eyes widened and he growled. He circulated his Dharmic art and a layer of 

ice quickly formed on his ears as he felt the impact of the Dragon Roar mystic skill.Crack!Crack! The layer 

of ice shattered instantly, but it also blocked the greatest damage of the Dragon Roar mystic skill.With 

Han Iron's physique and blood qi, he could completely withstand the remaining power.Although the 

attacks of the other cultivators collapsed, they did not hurt his foundation.Some cultivators' blood qi 

surged and surged like waves to resist the impact of the Dragon Roar mystic skill!Some cultivators had 

weaker physical bodies but could release sound domain mystic skills that could mitigate a lot of damage. 

Some only had a trace of blood seeping out of their ears. As they circulated their Essence Qi and blood 

qi, their injuries would be healed!Of the remaining 17 Earth Immortals, only one of them had a stiff 

expression and a blank gaze. He stood motionless and fell to the ground with blood flowing out of his 

seven orifices!That cultivator was from the Flying Immortal Sect.His weak physical body was his greatest 

weakness. However, in terms of Immortal Spells and Mystical Powers, he was second only to Immortal 

Taihua!To his surprise, he was killed by Su Zimo's Dragon Roar mystic skill on the spot before he had the 

chance to attack!The cultivator collapsed on the ground like a pile of mud. All his bones had been 

shattered by the Dragon Roar mystic skill!In the blink of an eye, two people from the Flying Immortal 

Sect died! 

Chapter 2224 

"Qingchenzi …"In the square, Heaven Immortal Bai Hai's expression turned cold when he saw 

Qingchenzi's death. He closed his folding fan and murmured with a look of pity.However, before he 

could finish his sentence, he saw Su Zimo unleashing the Dragon Roar Mystic Technique!Then, another 

person from the Flying Immortal Sect died!"Yu Yu!"Heaven Immortal Bai Hai could not suppress the 

shock in his heart. He stood up with a thud, his expression furious!Su Zimo was unharmed in the battle, 

but the Flying Immortal Sect had already lost two people. How could he remain calm!"It's too tragic. 

That Earth Immortal from the Flying Immortal Sect was roared to death!""For Su Zimo, even if he dies 

now, he has already profited."Hearing the discussions around him and sensing the gazes of many 

cultivators, Heaven Immortal Bai Hai took a deep breath and gradually calmed himself down before 

sitting back down.He had to admit that the cultivators who besieged Su Zimo were indeed peak-stage 

Earth Immortals.At this distance, the Dragon Roar Mystic Technique's lethality was extremely terrifying. 

However, only one of the remaining dozen Earth Immortals died.Immortal Tai Hua watched his fellow 

sect member die, but there was nothing he could do.The Sound Domain Mystic Technique was 



instantaneous and could only protect himself at most. It couldn't save others at all.Moreover, after using 

the Sound Domain Mystic Technique, Immortal Tai Hua felt a strong killing intent. He didn't have time to 

think at all!He had been targeted by Su Zimo!The Sound Domain Mystic Technique only made the 

attacks of the other cultivators collapse.Su Zimo's real target was Immortal Tai Hua!He didn't even care 

about Han the Iron who was beside him. Instead, he used the True Dragon's Nine Flashes to appear 

behind Immortal Tai Hua in an instant and stretched out his hand.The Great Chaos Essence Palm 

erupted and pressed down on Immortal Tai Hua's head!Ye Fei was killed by Immortal Tai Hua, so the 

first person Su Zimo wanted to kill was Tai Hua!The Dragon Roar Mystic Technique, True Dragon's Nine 

Flashes, and Great Chaos Essence Palm were all used to kill Immortal Tai Hua!When Immortal Tai Hua 

saw Su Zimo disappear, he activated his Divine Consciousness without hesitation and waved his hand, 

sending the rune condensed in his hand over.Boom!The Great Primordial Chaos Palm collided with the 

rune, causing a loud explosion! 

 

Su Zimo did not retreat even half a step.On the other hand, Immortal Taihua's expression remained 

unchanged. He tapped the ground with the tip of his foot and used his movement technique to increase 

the distance between him and Su Zimo.Both sides were evenly matched in this battle. Neither side had 

the upper hand!Whoosh!Su Zimo's figure disappeared once again.When he reappeared, he reappeared 

beside Immortal Taihua. He raised his hand and threw a punch that was as ferocious as a falling 

meteorite!Immortal Tai Hua didn't look sideways. He seemed to have sensed something and didn't take 

any action. Instead, he suddenly moved dozens of feet to the side, avoiding the most powerful point of 

Su Zimo's punch.Immediately afterwards, Immortal Taihua's Essence Energy scattered in mid-air and 

quickly drew another rune that was imprinted on Su Zimo's fist.Bang!When the rune exploded, Su 

Zimo's figure also took half a step back.This reincarnated Immortal was indeed a little tricky.If it were 

anyone else, they might not be able to dodge the Nine True Dragon Flashes once.However, Immortal 

Taihua had dodged twice in a row.Even before this, Su Zimo had released the Dragon Roar Mystic 

Technique, the Great Primordial Chaos Palm, and other mystic techniques, but he still couldn't gain the 

upper hand!Su Zimo could still release the Nine True Dragon Flashes four more times.However, he 

speculated that even if he chased after Immortal Taihua again, it would be difficult to kill him in a short 

period of time.Besides, the other Earth Immortal powerhouses around him kept attacking. He would 

definitely be in a tough battle. By then, he might not even be able to afford to exhaust Qinglian's true 

body!"I have to get rid of the others first!"Su Zimo squinted slightly and calmed down. In an instant, he 

made a judgment about the situation.As long as Immortal Taihua was left alone, even if he was a 

reincarnated Perfected Immortal, Su Zimo was absolutely confident that he could bury him in the Ninth 

Heaven!On the other hand, Immortal Taihua looked shocked on the surface, but there was a storm in his 

heart.Just Now, he seemed to be dodging casually and calmly.However, he might die on the spot if he 

was a little bit off!This stage-eight Earth Immortal indeed had the power to kill him. He couldn't 

underestimate him!Su Zimo's figure disappeared again. Immortal Taihua's expression was solemn as he 

emitted a huge amount of divine senses. His five senses were raised to the maximum and he was on 

guard. 

 

He didn't realize that the 18 peak Earth Immortals had unknowingly taken the initiative to attack Su 

Zimo!Su Zimo released the Nine True Dragon Flashes and didn't appear beside Immortal Taihua.All of a 

sudden!One of the Executioners sensed something."Die!"That person's scalp went numb and his hair 

stood on end. He roared and turned around without looking. He used his palm as a knife and slashed 



down!As expected.Su Zimo was right behind him, expressionless and cold.That person's palm seemed to 

have turned into a long knife and slashed down. Su Zimo suddenly attacked. His entire arm looked 

extremely soft as it rested on the palm of the Executioner Earth guard.Su Zimo's palm curled and 

shook!Crack!Poof!The sound of bones cracking could be heard and blood mist filled the air!Right in front 

of everyone, the entire arm of the Executioner Earth guard was twisted at a terrifying angle. His bones 

broke and his flesh exploded!"Ah!"The Executioner Earth guard cried out in pain but stopped 

abruptly.Su Zimo took advantage of the situation and attacked again, slapping the face of the 

Executioner Earth guard! Crack!Crack! Crack!Crack! The head of the Executioner Earth guard spun a few 

times on his neck. His gaze was blank and he fell to the ground. His Essence Spirit was destroyed and he 

was dead!Boom! Boom!A few immortal techniques descended and Su Zimo's figure disappeared on the 

spot.Swoosh!An Earth Immortal of the Flying Immortal Sect had just released an immortal technique 

and a mystic art. He was relatively weak when Su Zimo appeared beside him.Bang! Bang!The two of 

them fought in close combat. After exchanging two blows, the top of that person's head was shattered 

by Su Zimo's palm. His Essence Spirit was destroyed and he died on the spot!Although the 18 Earth 

Immortals were powerful and stood at the peak of the Earth Immortals, not many of them could block 

Su Zimo's attacks in close combat!Immortal Tai Hua pinched two runes with both hands and exuded a 

terrifying aura. However, he still did not attack. 

 

It was not that he did not want to save them, but every time Su Zimo released the True Dragon Flash, no 

one knew who Su Zimo would appear next!Immortal Tai Hua had to be on guard all the time in case Su 

Zimo suddenly appeared and attacked him."I'd like to see how long you can use this movement 

technique!"Immortal Tai Hua sneered.As a result, no one could stop Su Zimo from releasing the True 

Dragon Flash four times in a row and killing four Earth Immortals on the spot!The 18 peak-stage Earth 

Immortals joined forces and a great battle broke out. In less than ten breaths, Su Zimo was unscathed 

while six people from the Dajin Immortal Kingdom and the Flying Immortal Sect had already died!In the 

square, many cultivators were dumbfounded.This scene was completely beyond their initial 

imagination.In fact, they even had an illusion that this was not the Dajin Immortal Kingdom and the 

Flying Immortal Sect besieging Su Zimo.This was Su Zimo hunting down the Dajin Immortal Sect and the 

Flying Immortal Sect! 

Chapter 2225 

Great! ""Well done!"The Elders of the Academy couldn't help but shout when they saw the Earth 

Immortals of the Dajin Celestial Kingdom and the Flying Celestial Sect fall one after another.Before this, 

the Dajin Celestial Kingdom and the Flying Celestial Sect had gone overboard against the Qiankun 

Academy.The elders could only watch helplessly as Ye Fei died. Their stomachs were filled with anger, 

but they had nowhere to vent it.Now that they saw this scene, the few elders felt their blood boil!The 

other cultivators in the square were also shocked and speechless.Su Zimo's methods were too 

ruthless!Although Su Zimo's methods were stunning when he cleared the Fifth Heaven previously, it was 

not as impactful as it was now.Now, six peak Earth Immortals had died in the hands of Su Zimo!This kind 

of bloody and tragic scene was far more shocking than passing through the Fifth Heaven.The cultivators 

of the Dajin Celestial Kingdom and the Flying Celestial Sect looked terrible.Heaven Immortal Bai Hai also 

stood up. His eyes were gloomy and he was furious. He looked in the direction of the Qiankun Academy 

and wanted to say something but didn't in the end.The Qiankun Academy had only lost Ye Fei, but the 

Flying Celestial Sect had lost five people!However, he couldn't blame the Qiankun Academy.Not long 



ago, he had said that if the disciples of the Flying Celestial Sect were killed in the Ninth Heaven, it was 

because they were not skilled enough and he wouldn't step in.If he stood out to blame the Qiankun 

Academy in front of everyone, it would be like slapping his own face."It's too early to cheer now!"Seeing 

the agitated expressions of the Qiankun Academy's Elders, Duke Yuanzuo sneered. "When Su Zimo can't 

use this strange movement skill, he will inevitably face Tai Hua and Han the Iron head-on!""I'd like to see 

how long he can last!"…In the Ninth Heaven.Su Zimo attacked continuously. With the Sound Domain 

Secret Skill, Earth Slaying Sword Art, Nine True Dragon Flashes, and other secret skills, he killed six 

people in a row!These were his most powerful trump cards. At this moment, he used them without 

holding back.After six people died, the remaining 12 peak Earth Immortals didn't retreat. Even their 

formation didn't collapse. They still surrounded Su Zimo!These Earth Immortals were all on the Earth 

Roll. 

The life and death of others was not enough to scare them off!On top of that, the Earth Immortals were 

also very perceptive.When Su Zimo reappeared, the twelve Earth Immortals came to the conclusion that 

Su Zimo could no longer use the Nine True Dragon Flashes."Let's see what else you can do next!"Han the 

Iron stared at Su Zimo and said coldly.Just Now, with Su Zimo constantly flashing around, he had no 

chance to engage in close combat with Su Zimo, allowing Tai Hua and the others to attack with all their 

might."Executioners, heed my orders!"Han the Iron suddenly shouted, "Attack him with all your 

strength! Fight him in close combat and kill him!""Yes!"The remaining seven Executioners responded at 

the same time. They channeled their Blood Qi and charged toward Su Zimo!Crash!The sounds of 

tsunamis surged from the bodies of the seven Executioner Guards!"Kill!"Then, behind the seven 

Executioner Guards, strange phenomena appeared one after another. They exuded a terrifying aura and 

were filled with murderous intent!Although there were only seven of them, when they moved together, 

it was like an army of thousands of men and horses. Their momentum was terrifying, as if they were 

going to crush and crush everything!Seven Executioner Guards, seven Bloodline Phenomenons!The 

cultivators inside and outside the Ninth Heaven were shocked!Bloodline Phenomenons were the 

pinnacle of a Body Tempering Cultivator's Blood Qi. It was extremely difficult to cultivate.This time, in 

order to kill Su Zimo, the Dajin Celestial Kingdom had mobilized seven Earth Immortals with Bloodline 

Phenomenons!One Bloodline Phenomenon was already difficult to defend against, let alone seven!"How 

are we going to fight this?"Yun Lei looked fearful and said, "Tai Hua and the others don't have to do 

anything. Just the Bloodline Phenomenons of the seven Executioner Guards are enough to drown Su 

Zimo."They were in the Ninth Heaven and were not too far away from the battlefield. As such, they 

could sense the power released by the seven Bloodline Phenomenons more clearly.Xie Yun sighed softly 

as well. "What a pity. If Su Zimo uses that strange movement technique of his to escape, he might have 

a chance of survival.""There's no chance,"Yue Feng shook his head. "Immortal Tai Hua is still at the 

periphery of the battlefield and can attack at any moment. That person will definitely die in a melee 

battle." 

Su Zimo had a fearless expression as he watched the seven Executioner Guards charge towards him with 

their Bloodline Phenomenons.Even if he was wary and could not use the bloodline of Qinglian's true 

body, he had other methods to fight against them!"Condense!"Su Zimo channeled his Essence Spirit and 

conjured hand seals repeatedly.Suddenly, a vast and mysterious starry sky appeared above Su Zimo's 

head.Although almost half of the region was dark, the starry sky alone was resplendent enough. 

Countless rays of starlight shone down from the billions of stars and surged into Su Zimo's body 

continuously!Over the years, Su Zimo cultivated the Supreme Mystic Spirit Big Dipper Sutra and could 

already condense three main stars. Now, he could manifest an additional Star Domain and was even 



more powerful than before."Mystic Spirit Big Dipper Diagram!"The Perfected Immortal Xie Ling 

recognized the origin of the secret skill of Star Palace immediately.Su Zimo did not obtain the complete 

inheritance. The Mystic Spirit Big Dipper Diagram was equivalent to a Heaven and Earth phenomenon 

that could fight against the surrounding Bloodline phenomenons!Boom!The seven Bloodline 

phenomenons collided with the billions of starlight descending from the Mystic Spirit Big Dipper 

Diagram and exploded with an intense sound!The seven Bloodline phenomenons charged continuously, 

trying to break through the defense of the starlight.Under the impact of the seven Bloodline 

phenomenons, the Mystic Spirit Big Dipper Diagram was on the verge of collapse and the starry sky 

above its head was shaking!"Fufu!"Immortal Tai Hua suddenly laughed and said, "Is this what you're 

relying on? In my eyes, it's just like the light of a firefly!"As Immortal Tai Hua spoke, he activated his 

Essence Soul and formed a sword seal with both hands. A blazing beam of light gathered at his fingertips 

and emitted a terrifying Mystical Power aura!"This is …"Beside the Earth Ranking stone tablet, Yue Feng, 

Yun Lei, Xie Yun, and the others' expressions changed drastically when they sensed this aura!"Sword of 

the White Rainbow!""A supreme Mystical Power!"Cries of surprise came from their mouths.When they 

saw the beam of light in Immortal Tai Hua's hand, the expressions of the elders of the academy dimmed 

and they no longer had any hope.Under such an attack, Su Zimo definitely had no chance at all when 

Immortal Tai Hua condensed another supreme Mystical Power!Immortal Tai Hua wanted to kill all of 

them and eliminate all variables! 

Elder Zhong looked at Heaven Immortal Bai Hai and said indignantly, "Great! Your reincarnated 

immortal is really powerful. His Essence Soul has already cultivated to the Heaven Immortal realm! "In 

the Nine Heavens."I'm a reincarnated Perfected Immortal. I don't plan to leave the mountain at all and 

I'm not interested in fighting with you juniors."Immortal Tai Hua held the Sword of the White Rainbow 

in his hand and looked at Su Zimo who was surrounded. He said calmly, "However, Senior Sister 

Mengyao came to me personally and told me to send you on your way personally! 
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At that moment, the cultivators inside and outside the Ninth Heavens finally realized that Immortal Tai 

Hua had appeared because of Zither Immortal Mengyao!Someone lamented, "It's a worthy death for 

Fairy Mengyao to be so concerned about him."Another person shook his head. "It's not honorable for 

Fairy Mengyao to target an Earth Immortal like that. I think Zither Immortal is just a fake.""Don't spout 

nonsense. Be careful not to die!"The elder of the cultivator's sect hurriedly hollered, "In the Heavenly 

realm, there are countless paragons and monster incarnates who are willing to be controlled by Zither 

Immortal. Who do you think you are to spout nonsense!"In the Ninth Heavens.Immortal Tai Hua had an 

arrogant expression as he raised his hand slightly and released the white beam of light in his hand. He 

said indifferently, "You can die in peace now."Swash!The Sword of White Rainbow emitted an extremely 

sharp aura as it tore through the air and pierced through the Mystic Spirit Big Dipper Diagram 

instantly!Even the light of billions of stars could not compare to the brilliance of the white rainbow that 

tore through the heavens!That was the power of a peerless divine power!Even the Bloodline 

phenomenons of Han Tie and the other Earth Immortals trembled slightly against that power!In the 

blink of an eye, countless stars were sliced into two by the sword qi emitted by the white rainbow. The 

light dimmed and dissipated quickly.The white rainbow pierced through everything in its path.It was as 

though no Immortal Art or Dharmic art in this world could stop that white rainbow and its aura!The 

Mystic Spirit Big Dipper Diagram had not been cultivated to perfection and could not withstand the true 

body of this peerless divine power at all.The Sword of White Rainbow descended from the skies and 



pierced towards Su Zimo's head!Without the support of the Mystic Spirit Big Dipper Diagram, the 

Bloodline phenomenons of Han Tie and the other Earth Immortals surged over like raging waves that 

wanted to engulf Su Zimo!At that moment, Su Zimo did not even have the chance to dodge in such a 

situation!Princess Chi Hong could not bear to watch.It was as though she could see Su Zimo dying 

tragically on the spot.In the square, many cultivators watched intently and held their breaths.Even Yun 

Ting's body leaned forward slightly, looking a little nervous."Ah!"All of a sudden!Su Zimo raised his head 

and roared, his voice shaking the nine heavens! 

 

Behind him, six ivory tusks as white as jade suddenly grew out. They were sharp and filled with a 

frightening aura!Su Zimo's aura was rapidly rising!It was as if a giant elephant had materialized and 

merged with Su Zimo's figure. It had six tusks, raised its trunk, and roared towards the sky!Innate Divine 

Ability, Six Fangs Godly Power!Although Su Zimo was only a Tier Eight Earthly Immortal, his Primordial 

Spirit had reached the level of a Tier One Heavenly Immortal!After releasing this innate divine power, his 

physical body, blood qi and Essence Spirit's power increased by more than six times!Then, under the 

gaze of countless people, two identical heads grew on both sides of Su Zimo's body and four more 

arms!Peerless Divine Ability, Three Heads Six Arms!Both inside and outside the Nine Heavens, the crowd 

was in an uproar!"This …"True Immortal Xie Ling's face was filled with shock as well.A Tier Eight Earthly 

Immortal had released a peerless divine power!Furthermore, this peerless divine power was extremely 

powerful. Many Heavenly Immortals might not be able to comprehend its mysteries even after reaching 

the peak of their cultivation!The few elders of Heaven and Earth Academy widened their mouths in 

shock."I know peerless divine powers too!"Su Zimo's eyes shone brightly. The Six-Tusked Divine 

Elephant behind him waved its three heads and six arms and roared at Han Tie and the others who were 

charging at him, "Get lost!"Even without the Six-Tusked Divine Elephant and Three Heads Six Arms, just 

Qinglian's true body was enough to fight against the Bloodline phenomenon of the Executioner Earth 

Guards.Now that he had released an innate divine power and a peerless divine power, Su Zimo's 

strength was almost at its peak!Boom! Boom! Boom! Boom! Boom! Boom!Su Zimo punched six times 

consecutively with Han Tie and the Sword of White Rainbow above his head. He went all out and 

clashed head-on with the other six Executioner Earth Guards. A series of deafening explosions shook the 

heavens and earth!The Bloodline phenomenon of the Executioner Earth Guards was destroyed by Su 

Zimo's fists. They could not withstand it at all!Six figures were sent flying.Some of the Executioner Earth 

Guards were still in mid-air when their bodies exploded into a cloud of blood mist. They were 

completely crippled and lost their ability to fight! 

 

Some of the Executioner Earth Guards had strong physiques. Although their bodies were not destroyed, 

they were severely injured. Their organs and bones were broken!These Executioner Earth Guards could 

not withstand the power of the Six-Tusked Divine Elephant and Three Heads Six Arms at all!They were 

already extremely lucky to be able to withstand Su Zimo's attack. It proved that their strength was at the 

peak.If it was any other Earth Immortal, they would have been reduced to dust and their bodies and 

souls would have been destroyed!At the same time, the Sword of White Rainbow descended.Han Tie's 

palm blade came down as well!Su Zimo ignored the two attacks and channeled his spirit consciousness 

once more, releasing two great mystic powers!Before the Six Path Executioners could land on the 

ground, golden lotuses suddenly sprouted from the ground beneath them.Bang! Bang! Bang!When the 

golden lotuses collided with the bodies of the Executioner Earth Guards, the immense power shattered 

their bodies and destroyed their Essence Spirits!The few Earth Immortals of the Flying Immortal Sect at 



the side hurriedly released their mystic powers to destroy the golden lotuses on the ground, wanting to 

save the remaining Executioner Earth Guards.However, more lotuses descended from the skies.Since Su 

Zimo had made his move, there was no way he would give these people of the Great Jin Immortal 

Kingdom any chance of survival!A great mystic power of the Buddhist sects, Heavenly Flowers Rain and 

Golden Lotuses Bloom from the Earth!There was no way they could escape from the pincer attack of the 

two great mystic powers. The six Executioner Earth Guards with Bloodline phenomenons were all killed 

and their Essence Spirits were destroyed!It was a shocking scene.Su Zimo's counterattack was so 

ferocious that countless cultivators shuddered and even felt a hint of fear!Even the other reincarnated 

Immortal, Feng Yin, who had been resting with his eyes closed, opened his eyes and looked over with a 

hint of caution in his eyes."What happened!""Under the siege of twelve peak Earth Immortals, peerless 

mystic powers and seven Bloodline phenomenons, Su Zimo managed to kill six of them!""Gasp! He's too 

powerful! "The crowd in the square was in an uproar!Xie Qingcheng stood up instinctively and looked at 

the battlefield in disbelief.Countless cultivators rose to their feet in excitement. 

 

The development of this battle had exceeded everyone's expectations!Poof!Poof!The Sword of White 

Rainbow descended and pierced through Su Zimo's head, causing blood to splatter 

everywhere.Following that, Han the Iron's palm also split Su Zimo's face in half. Before the blood could 

flow out, it had already frozen into ice!"Hehehe!"Suddenly, Su Zimo's laughter sounded eerily.Three 

heads and six arms.Immortal Tai Hua's Sword of White Rainbow pierced through his head.Meanwhile, 

Han the Iron chopped off his other head.However, his head, which had an Essence Spirit, was intact! 
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Just Now, the battle between the two sides was too intense. Although it took a long time to describe, it 

only took a few breaths of time.Su Zimo's counterattack was too fierce.It was only when the six 

Executioner Earth Guards were killed that many cultivators who were watching the battle realized what 

had happened."Three Heads Six Arms, a peerless Divine Power! I can't believe it was released by a Level 

Eight Earth Deity!""The six Executioner Earth Guards with Bloodline Anomalies were killed by a peerless 

Divine Power and two Buddhist Divine Powers. They didn't even have a chance to fight back.""Flowers 

rained from the sky and golden lotuses bloomed from the ground. One needs to comprehend the 

Buddhist Divine Powers to the extreme to be able to successfully cultivate these two Divine Powers. As 

far as I know, some Buddhist disciples can't even release these two Divine Powers. "There was a hubbub 

of voices and countless cultivators were excited as they discussed the scene just now."Good, good, 

good!"The Elders of Qiankun Academy were so excited that they couldn't say anything else. They just 

kept praising Su Zimo."You're still pretending even at this point?"Heaven Immortal Bai Hai sneered. 

"This kid's Primordial Spirit has cultivated to the Heaven Immortal level and has such combat strength. 

As the Elders of Qiankun Academy, you don't know?""Hehe."Elder Zhong also sneered. "Su Zimo 

entered Qiankun Academy a thousand years ago and immediately went into seclusion. He only appeared 

a few days ago. This is also the first time we've seen him.""We really don't know what kind of 

techniques he has."Hearing this, the other cultivators were even more shocked.Xie Qingcheng said, 

"This means that after Brother Su entered Qiankun Academy, he actually didn't have time to cultivate 

the academy's techniques and his combat strength has already reached such a level!""Strong! Too 

strong! "Xie Qingcheng could not help but exclaim, "The Earth Leaderboard's prediction of Brother Su's 

ranking this time is really too lacking.""Good kill!"Yun Ting drank a bowl of strong wine and said loudly, 

"That was really satisfying!"At the same time, many cultivators gradually came to their senses.Yun Ting 



came to the Flaming Sun Immortal Kingdom and personally issued a challenge to Su Zimo. It was 

probably not just for the Heavenly Slaughter and Earth Slaughter Sword Arts.More importantly, Su 

Zimo's strength was enough to warrant such treatment from Yun Ting! 

 

Tian Yuan from the Mountain and Sea Immortal Sect sighed and shook his head. "Back then, I could tell 

that this kid was extraordinary. Who would have thought that I still underestimated him?"Duke 

Yuanzuo's face was ashen.In the blink of an eye, the Great Jin Celestial Empire lost six Executioner 

Earthguards.Listening to the exclamations and praises of Su Zimo, he felt even more resentment in his 

heart!"What are you so proud of? Hmm? "Duke Yuanzuo suddenly said. He looked around and raised his 

voice. "A Rank Eight Earth Deity! Even if his Primordial Spirit has reached Rank One Heavenly Deity, he 

would still be able to unleash a peerless Divine Skill. The consumption of his energy would be 

unimaginable!""This Su Zimo is just an arrow at the end of its flight, a dying flash!"In the end, Duke 

Yuanzuo's ferocious gaze landed on the Qiankun Academy's elders. He gritted his teeth and said, "It's 

too early for you to be happy!""Bah!"Elder Zhong spat and said, "Eighteen peak Earthly Immortals from 

the Dajin Immortal Kingdom and the Flying Immortal Sect have joined forces. Now, they have been 

defeated by me, an Eighth-Level Earthly Immortal from the Academy. How dare you bark 

here!""Yuanzuo, you have embarrassed the Great Jin Celestial Empire and the Executioner 

Earthguards!"Elder He also laughed out loud.Duke Yuanzuo's face turned red after being scolded. He 

said resentfully, "A cornered beast is still putting up a fight. I'll wait and see how long he can 

last!"Although the Qiankun Academy's elders were happy to scold him, there was still a look of worry in 

their eyes.In fact, Duke Yuanzuo was right.When one's Primordial Spirit reached Rank One Heavenly 

Deity, they would of course be able to unleash a peerless Divine Skill.However, the Primordial Spirit was 

only at Rank One Heavenly Deity. Unleashing a peerless Divine Skill at Rank Two Heavenly Deity was too 

taxing on one's Primordial Spirit. It was too much of a burden!Immortal Taihua and Su Zimo were both 

unleashing peerless Divine Skills. However, the situation was completely different.Before Immortal 

Taihua made his move, he had been recuperating for a long time and was in peak condition.Su Zimo, on 

the other hand, had used up a lot of energy during his journey to obtain the treasures of the Fourth 

Heaven and unleashed many powerful mystic techniques.Just Now, he had unleashed many more Divine 

Skills and mystic techniques, including the peerless Divine Skill, Three Heads and Six Arms.Even though 

he was a Rank One Heavenly Deity in the Primordial Spirit realm, his energy had long been depleted. 

 

Meanwhile, the Great Jin Celestial Empire only had Han the Iron left. The Flying Immortal Sect still had 

Immortal Taihua and four other peak Earth Immortals from the Flying Immortal Sect!Next, Su Zimo's 

situation would be even more difficult. He would most likely die....In the Ninth Heaven.Su Zimo's 

situation was better than what the elders of the academy had expected.It was because his Primordial 

Spirit was too special. It was the product of the fusion of Qinglian's Primordial Spirit and the Dragon 

Phoenix's Primordial Spirit. It was extremely condensed and pure.Moreover, after unleashing the power 

of Six Fangs, the power of his Primordial Spirit skyrocketed.Although his Primordial Spirit was still at the 

first-stage Heaven Immortal realm, his power had already reached the second-stage Heaven Immortal 

realm!Along the way, Su Zimo had snatched the treasures of the Fourth Heaven and unleashed many 

mystic techniques such as the Pentadhi Dao Fire and the Heavenly Slaying Sword Qi.Just Now, he had 

unleashed many trump cards in the battle. The power of his Primordial Spirit and his Primordial Qi were 

extremely depleted.Even so, his Primordial Spirit still maintained its combat power and could at least 

unleash one more Primordial Spirit mystic technique!"He's already at the end of his rope. Everyone, 



don't be afraid."Immortal Taihua said in a deep voice, "If we join forces and attack him together, he will 

definitely die!""Hahahaha!"Su Zimo suddenly laughed out loud and looked at Immortal Tai Hua who was 

not far away. His face was full of mockery as he said, "You want to send me on my way?""Cultivators of 

the Flying Immortal Sect, listen up!"Su Zimo said loudly, "Go back and tell Mengyao that if she wants to 

send me, Su Zimo, on my way, ask her to come personally!""Acheron's journey is too lonely. I don't mind 

letting Zither Immortal accompany me!"Gasp!The crowd was in an uproar!Arrogant!Arrogant!This was 

simply blasphemy against Zither Immortal Mengyao!This time, Fairy Mengyao had invited the 

reincarnated Immortal to join forces with the Dajin Immortal Kingdom to kill Su Zimo. Everyone could 

understand that he had resentment in his heart.However, even if he had resentment towards Zither 

Immortal, who would dare to openly oppose her?Even some Immortal Kings on the Divine Clouds 

Continent were a little wary of Zither Immortal Mengyao. 

 

In the eyes of many cultivators, Zither Immortal was a high and mighty fairy who could not be 

blasphemed.Now, Su Zimo actually asked Zither Immortal to personally appear in front of everyone and 

accompany him on the path of Acheron!"Ignorant junior!"Heaven Immortal Bai Hai was furious.This 

time, even the Perfected Immortal Xie Ling was secretly speechless.With his status, he did not dare to 

say such words to Zither Immortal Mengyao."Hahahaha!"Only Yun Ting laughed unscrupulously and 

said, "Su Zimo, how dare you! I really like you more and more!""I've long despised Zither Immortal. She's 

not worthy of being on the same level as my sister!" 
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"Su Zimo, you really don't know what's good for you! “Immortal Tai Hua's expression was cold.Although 

he was a reincarnated Perfected Immortal, in his heart, Zither Immortal Mengyao was still a fairy!Even in 

his previous life, when he saw Zither Immortal Mengyao, he would be respectful.At least half of the 

cultivators in the Flying Immortal Sect were in love with Fairy Mengyao.However, not many people 

dared to show it.Because in their hearts, they didn't deserve it at all!They didn't expect that Su Zimo 

would publicly blaspheme Zither Immortal Mengyao today. This had completely touched Immortal Tai 

Hua's bottom line!"Su Zimo, let me tell you!"Immortal Tai Hua said slowly, "There are some people you 

can't touch. Even if you blaspheme with your words or look at them, it's still a sin!""Is that so?"Su Zimo 

grinned and said with a cold gaze, "I also have something that you can't touch. If you touch it, you'll 

die!"As soon as he finished speaking, Su Zimo's eyes lit up and he frantically activated his Essence Spirit. 

His vast Divine Consciousness gathered and released an Essence Spirit secret technique!A palm-sized, 

ordinary-looking scale slowly floated out from between his eyebrows, exuding a terrifying aura.Reverse 

Scale!"Attack!"Immortal Tai Hua yelled.His glabella flickered and released a ball of dazzling light. He also 

released an Essence Spirit secret technique and charged towards the Reverse Scale!The other four Earth 

Immortals of the Flying Immortal Sect had originally condensed their Divine Powers and were about to 

release them.However, Su Zimo released his Essence Spirit secret technique first. The four of them had 

no choice but to condense their Divine Consciousness and release their Essence Spirit secret 

techniques.A battle between Essence Spirits was too dangerous.If it wasn't necessary, no one would use 

their Essence Spirit secret techniques.For example, although the Dajin Immortal Kingdom and the Flying 

Immortal Sect had suffered heavy losses and only had six people left, they still had an absolute 

advantage in terms of numbers.Therefore, they didn't think of using their Essence Spirit secret 

techniques at all.Since the Reverse Scale had appeared, they could only release their Essence Spirit 

secret techniques to resist it!Han the Iron squinted slightly.In order to kill Su Zimo without fail, he had 



collected all the information about Su Zimo and studied it carefully. 

 

This was especially true for the Immortal Sect general election a thousand years ago.According to his 

understanding, that Essence Spirit secret skill was extremely frightening and should not be touched if 

one's Essence Spirit realm was insufficient!Han the Iron hesitated and did not activate his Essence Soul 

secret technique.At this moment, Immortal Taihua's Essence Soul mystic technique collided with the 

reverse scale silently.However, the space where the two Essence Spirit secret skills collided shook 

violently and ripples that resembled water ripples spread in all directions!This was not an ordinary battle 

between Essence Spirits.These were two Soul Cores that had attained the Heavenly Immortal Realm, 

and when they collided head on, the might of the aftershock that erupted from them was obvious.Even 

the cultivators standing next to the stele felt a chill in their Sea of Consciousness.Many cultivators even 

retreated and distanced themselves from the battlefield with lingering fear.Feng Yin no longer had his 

eyes closed. Instead, he stared intently at the battlefield, observing every detail.He knew that no matter 

who the final victor was, that person would be his greatest opponent!The moment Immortal Tai Hua's 

Essence Soul mystic technique collided with the reverse scale, he suddenly felt a strong sense of crisis.It 

was as if death was about to descend in the next moment!All of a sudden!A strange power appeared in 

his Sea of Consciousness out of thin air and shrouded his weak Essence Spirit.After releasing the 

supreme Mystical Power and the Essence Soul mystic technique, his Essence Spirit had already become 

extremely weak and could not resist the invasion of this strange power at all!"Oh no!"Immortal Tai Hua's 

expression changed drastically. Without thinking too much, he activated his Essence Spirit again and a 

powerful energy wave burst out of his body!Majestic and vast vitality gushed out of Immortal Tai Hua's 

body!It was the supreme Mystical Power, Endless Growth!At the critical moment of life and death, 

Immortal Tai Hua used the last power of his Essence Spirit to release the second supreme Mystical 

Power!In fact, this was his greatest trump card against Feng Yin.In his initial plan, the battle for the first 

place of the Earth Roll would be between him and Feng Yin.If the two of them fought to the end and 

exhausted their Qi, Essence Spirit, and Essence Qi, he would release the Endless Growth to recover a 

large amount of Qi, Essence Spirit, and Essence Qi. There would be no suspense in this battle. 

 

However, he had never expected that he would use his greatest trump card in advance.He had no other 

choice.Boom!In his spiritual consciousness, Immortal Tai Hua's Essence Spirit was glowing with vitality 

and it burst out with a terrifying Divine Consciousness to disperse the strange power derived from the 

Reverse Scale and escape the calamity."Don't touch that scale!"At this moment, Immortal Tai Hua 

seemed to have thought of something and hurriedly yelled to remind them.Unfortunately, it was 

already too late.The Essence Soul mystic techniques of the four Earth Immortals of the Flying Immortal 

Sect collided with the Reverse Scale one after another.In their opinion, most of the power of the 

Reverse Scale had been blocked by Immortal Tai Hua.Their Essence Soul mystic techniques were enough 

to destroy the Reverse Scale and rush straight into Su Zimo's spiritual consciousness to kill his Essence 

Spirit.However, when their Essence Soul mystic techniques collided with the Reverse Scale, their 

expressions instantly froze and their eyes glazed over. The vitality in their bodies was rapidly 

draining.The Reverse Scale could not withstand it and had already shattered.In the spiritual 

consciousness of the four Earth Immortals of the Flying Immortal Sect, their Essence Spirits were all 

destroyed!The four of them were intact and fell to the ground weakly. They were already dead!One 

Essence Soul mystic technique killed another four people!In just a moment, only Immortal Tai Hua and 

Han the Iron were left of the 18 peak Earth Immortals!The encirclement had been broken!After 



releasing the Reverse Scale, Su Zimo's body swayed slightly and his face turned pale. The six Divine 

Elephant Tusks behind him quietly retreated.The light between his eyebrows became extremely 

dim.After using so many trump cards consecutively, even Qinglian's true body could not withstand it and 

felt a little dizzy.Not to mention the cultivators in the Fifth Heaven, even the people in the square could 

see that Su Zimo's Essence Spirit was already exhausted.The power of his Essence Spirit was exhausted 

and his Essence Qi was exhausted. He could not use all his Divine Powers, mystic techniques, and 

immortal techniques.This also meant that Su Zimo would be at the mercy of others. His life and death 

would be in the hands of others!"Sigh, what a pity."Someone sighed with pity."He managed to survive 

until now under the siege of the Dajin Immortal Nation and the Flying Immortal Sect and even killed 16 

peak Earth Immortals. He's already famous enough!" 

 

"That's right. With such combat strength, it's not an exaggeration to rank him first on the Earth 

Roll!""But since ancient times, there have been so many geniuses who died prematurely. Who would 

remember them?"In the square, many cultivators looked at the figure who was fighting alone in the 

Ninth Heaven and sighed.That figure looked a little lonely, a little pitiful, and even a little tragic.Although 

Han the Iron did not release his Essence Soul mystic technique, he could sense that Su Zimo was weak. 

Immediately, his body flashed and he sped towards Su Zimo!In the blink of an eye, he had already 

arrived in front of Su Zimo!Such a rare and fleeting opportunity was something that he would absolutely 

not let go of! 

Chapter 2229 

Han the Iron knew very well.Even if the power of Su Zimo's Essence Spirit was exhausted and he could 

no longer release his Mystical Powers or mystic techniques, his physical body and melee combat power 

were extremely terrifying!Therefore, Han the Iron did not hold back this time and almost released all his 

trump cards!"Ice Spike!"Han the Iron's glabella opened and his massive divine consciousness 

continuously condensed, forming a sharp and cold spike that stabbed towards Su Zimo!Just Now, he did 

not release his Essence Spirit mystic technique to avoid the calamity.When Su Zimo's Essence Spirit was 

at its weakest, he released this Essence Spirit mystic technique, which was fatal!"Eyes of Ice!"At the 

same time, Han the Iron released the powerful ocular technique that he had cultivated!The temperature 

between heaven and earth plummeted.Two streaks of frost burst out of Han the Iron's eyes and almost 

instantly, they arrived in front of Su Zimo!"Ice Seal!"Han the Iron roared and released another great 

Mystical Power.Under the activation of his Essence Spirit and ice Qi and blood, the power of this great 

Mystical Power was almost comparable to that of a supreme Mystical Power!In the end, Han the Iron's 

Qi and blood surged and cold air surged between his hands, condensing into a huge ice blade that he 

slashed towards Su Zimo!Han the Iron was ready to engage in melee combat, but he released his 

Essence Spirit mystic technique, ocular technique, and Mystical Powers to complement it.The Flying 

Immortal Sect and the Dajin Immortal Kingdom had already suffered heavy losses.He would not allow 

any more unforeseen events to happen!He would not give Su Zimo any chance or hope of escaping!On 

the other side.Immortal Tai Hua released Eternal Vitality and the power of his Essence Spirit recovered. 

When he saw this scene, he did not miss the opportunity.He activated his Essence Spirit and released 

the second Essence Spirit mystic technique!Whoosh!An Essence Spirit sword pierced through the air and 

pierced towards the back of Su Zimo's head.At this moment, the world seemed to have come to a 

standstill.Inside and outside the Nine Heavens, countless cultivators watched this scene with bated 

breath.There were indeed only two people left from the Dajin Immortal Kingdom and the Flying 



Immortal Sect, but their combat power was ranked in the top ten of the Earth Roll. 

 

The joint attack of the two was even more terrifying than the joint attack of eighteen Earth Immortals 

Just Now!Under such circumstances, no one believed that Su Zimo could survive.This was a dead-end 

situation that would definitely kill him!"You're still far from being able to kill me!"Su Zimo hollered, and 

a majestic aura suddenly burst out of his body. It was full of vitality, and it was even greater than 

Immortal Taihua's aura Just Now. His entire body seemed to have recovered!Peerless Divine Ability, 

Endless Growth!Waves of cheers erupted from the square.The crowd, which had just quieted down, 

once again burst into an uproar!Endless Vitality was Qinglian's Natal Mystique. Su Zimo had already 

comprehended it when he was in the Lower Realm.When Qinglian's true body released this peerless 

divine ability, the effect was even more shocking!In almost the blink of an eye, Su Zimo's primordial 

spirit had already recovered to its peak.Vitality surged, and Han the Iron's great divine ability, Ice Seal, 

instantly dissipated.Ice Seal was only a great divine ability. No matter how powerful it was, it couldn't 

freeze Qinglian's true body when she released Endless Growth!Su Zimo ignored Immortal Taihua's 

Essence Soul mystic technique and suddenly turned around to look at Han the Iron, who was rushing 

over.Crack, crack, crack!The power of the Eye of Ice was the first to arrive.Wherever the eye technique 

passed, it left a white frost mark in the void!Su Zimo didn't dodge. His right eye suddenly became 

dazzling and burst out with a dazzling brilliance like the sun!Candlelight Eye!The Candlelight Stone had 

already fused into Su Zimo's right eye.This eye technique was full of Yang energy.The moment the 

power of the Eye of Ice collided with it, it began to melt. It couldn't resist at all!Boom!The brilliance of 

the Candlelight shot straight in and instantly reached Han the Iron's face.Han the Iron rushed over at his 

maximum speed. He didn't expect such a change at all.Coupled with the instant release of the eye 

technique, it was too late for him to dodge!He could only try his best to tilt his head.Poof!Although it 

avoided the vital point between his brows, the beam of light still entered his left eye and pierced 

through it, creating a hole! 

 

Not a single drop of blood flowed out. The moment blood appeared, it was burned by the brilliance of 

the Candlelight!After colliding with the Eye of Ice, the power of the Candlelight Eye was greatly depleted 

as well. Therefore, it did not kill Han the Iron directly and merely blinded him.Of course, with the 

remnant power of the Candlelight, Han the Iron would have to recuperate for a long time before he 

could recover."What a pity."A thought flashed through Su Zimo's mind.The Nether Fluorescent Stone in 

his left eye had once absorbed a large amount of dark power in the Emperor's tomb. Now that it was 

dormant, it could not be activated.Otherwise, Han the Iron would be killed on the spot by his Nether 

Fluorescent Eye!Han the Iron was indeed the commander of the Executioner Earth Guards. Although he 

was severely injured and his facial features were contorted in pain, he did not make a sound!He 

widened his remaining eye with a ferocious glint. Coupled with his Essence Spirit secret skill, he raised 

the ice blade in his hand and slashed towards Su Zimo!Immortal Taihua was behind Su Zimo's back.In 

Han the Iron's opinion, even if Su Zimo's Essence Spirit recovered to its peak, he would not be able to 

release his Reverse Scale again and defend against the Essence Spirit secret skill of him and Immortal 

Taihua!"Rulai Dharmic Seal!"Su Zimo activated his Essence Spirit and chanted the sutra silently. Golden 

light flickered between his glabella and an incomparably sacred Sanskrit flew out, emitting a golden light 

that seemed to be able to suppress all evil and transcend all living beings!Su Zimo's second Essence 

Spirit secret skill was released!The Rulai Dharmic Seal did not fight against Immortal Taihua's Essence 

Spirit sword. Instead, it collided with Han the Iron's ice blade!Crack!The two Essence Spirit secret skills 



collided in midair.Han the Iron's body trembled and the light between his glabella flickered. He suddenly 

opened his mouth and spat out a large mouthful of blood!His Essence Spirit realm was not high enough 

and he still could not resist the Rulai Dharmic Seal.Although he did not die in this Essence Spirit battle, 

his Essence Spirit was injured!On the other side.Su Zimo touched his glabella with his left hand and 

activated a secret skill. He pulled out a long whip that was flickering with lightning arcs from his glabella 

and struck it towards the descending Essence Spirit sword! 

 

The third Essence Spirit secret skill!Many cultivators in the square were horrified!Most ordinary 

cultivators could cultivate an Essence Spirit secret technique and those who could cultivate two were 

already rare paragons.No matter how much they cultivated, it was not necessary for them and they did 

not have the energy to do so.The power of the Essence Spirit was limited and no one could continuously 

release Essence Spirit secret skills.Now, Su Zimo actually released three Essence Spirit secret skills!Under 

the terrifying attacks of Immortal Taihua and Han the Iron, Su Zimo did not die and even launched a 

powerful counterattack!The means displayed in this battle were far beyond the knowledge of ordinary 

Earth Immortals.Smack!The sword and whip collided, creating waves of Divine Consciousness!The 

Essence Spirit realm of the two of them was similar and there was no winner in this Essence Spirit 

battle.However, this time, there was a hint of retreat in Immortal Taihua's eyes. 

Chapter 2230 

Immortal Tai Hua wasn't afraid.He just didn't want to continue fighting with Su Zimo in the Ninth 

Heaven.Su Zimo's strength was far beyond his imagination. At the very most, he was shocked, but not to 

the extent where he was afraid.Both sides had used up most of their trump cards in the battle.Now, Su 

Zimo had released the supreme Mystical Power, Eternal Vitality, and his essence energy had recovered 

to the peak.Even if he continued to fight with Su Zimo here, Immortal Tai Hua was not confident that he 

could kill him.Instead, he might as well avoid him for now.It wouldn't be too late for him to attack when 

he left the Ninth Heaven and could use Dharma treasures!He had a few powerful Dharma treasures in 

his storage bag that could significantly increase his combat power.At the very least, he had prepared 

some pills that he could consume.After all, there were many restrictions in the Ninth Heaven and his 

combat power could not be unleashed to the peak!"I'm not afraid of him!"Immortal Tai Hua muttered in 

his heart again, as if he was trying to strengthen his belief.At that thought, Immortal Tai Hua gave up on 

Su Zimo and turned around to leave.On the other hand, as the commander of the Execution Earth 

Guards, Han Tie obeyed the orders of Duke Yuanzuo and would definitely not retreat!Even if he was 

blinded in one eye and his essence soul was injured, he would not be afraid!However, the power of the 

long saber in his hand was greatly reduced after being severely injured.Su Zimo reached out with his 

bare hands and crushed the long saber!At the same time, Su Zimo raised his other hand and unleashed 

the Great Chaos Essence Palm, slamming it down on Han Tie's head!Han Tie raised his other arm in an 

attempt to block it.Crack!However, the power of the Great Chaos Essence Palm was so ferocious that it 

directly broke Han Tie's arm. Flesh and blood splattered everywhere, and blood Qi filled the air!The 

huge power did not stop at all and was still pressing down on Han Tie!"Tai Hua, you …"At this moment, 

Han Tie saw Immortal Tai Hua turn around and leave with one eye. He couldn't help but fly into a 

rage.Immortal Tai Hua's action was equivalent to selling him to Su Zimo! 

 

At the critical juncture of life and death, Han Tie also had a strong desire to survive. He suddenly raised 

his head, leaned back, and fell!This time, he narrowly avoided his vital parts.Bang!The Great Chaos 



Essence Palm pressed down on Han Tie's arm and landed on his chest!Accompanied by a horrifying 

sound of bones cracking, a palm-sized hole in Han Tie's chest instantly!Unfortunately, Su Zimo's power 

of Essence Spirit was exhausted earlier on and the divine power of Six Fangs and three heads and six 

arms dissipated as well.If not for that, his strength would have increased by six times. Coupled with the 

Three Heads and Six Arms, he would have been able to kill Han the Iron the moment he got close to 

him!Of course, this slap almost took away half of Han the Iron's life!Thump!''t's''s't's't's was''s't't '' ''s,''s, 

his' ''t, his to' ''s!"Hmm?"'' '''t '''s't't't ''s't't't's't' '' '' ''s's."'t '' 'Su Zimo's eyes were full of murderous 

intent.The people from the Dajin Immortal Kingdom and the Flying Immortal Sect could live, except for 

Immortal Tai Hua!'' He killed Ye Fei, so Su Zimo wanted him to pay with his life! 'If it were before, Su 

Zimo had many secret movement techniques, he would be confident enough to kill Han Tie first and 

then chase after Immortal Tai Hua.But now, he had already released his secret movement techniques 

and couldn't use them in a short period of time.Now, he had let Immortal Tai Hua leave first.If he went 

to chase after Han Tie and came back, Immortal Taihua would probably have already escaped.The Nine 

Heavens was too big. Trying to find someone who was bent on hiding here was like finding a needle in a 

haystack. It was simply impossible.If he left the Ninth Heaven and tried to kill Immortal Tai Hua under 

the watchful eyes of many Heaven Immortals, he didn't know what would happen.'' I have to keep him 

here! ''At this thought, Su Zimo gave up on Han Tie, turned around, and chased after Immortal Tai Hua in 

the distance!The dozens of cultivators next to the Earth Roll's stone tablet were dumbfounded.The 

alliance between the Dajin Immortal Kingdom and the Flying Immortal Sect ended in such a way. Han Tie 

was seriously injured and Immortal Tai Hua escaped! 

 

Su Zimo strode forward with a murderous aura and fixed his eyes on the figure in the distance. 

Obviously, he didn't intend to let Immortal Tai Hua go!Han Tie clutched his chest and coughed up blood, 

looking miserable.Originally, he was already a dead man.If Su Zimo chased after him, he wouldn't be 

able to last more than three rounds!He didn't expect that Immortal Tai Hua's departure would save his 

life.Han Tie looked at Immortal Tai Hua's back and smiled mockingly.Then, he looked at the tall Earth 

Roll's stone tablet not far away and looked at the name he had left on the stone tablet. The mockery in 

his eyes intensified.In his current state, he no longer had the chance to compete for the Earth Roll.His 

Essence Soul was injured, his physical body was severely injured, and one of his eyes was blind. It was 

unknown if he could break through to the Heaven Immortal realm in the future!Han Tie looked lonely. 

He turned around and walked towards the Teleportation Array in the direction of the Fourth Heaven.If 

he wanted to save his life, he couldn't stay here.Regardless of whether Su Zimo could kill Immortal Tai 

Hua or not, he would definitely die when he returned!He could only save his life by going to the Fourth 

Heaven and finding a place to hide.Beside the Earth Roll's stone tablet.Feng Yin, who was just watching 

the battle, suddenly moved and chased after Su Zimo and Immortal Tai Hua.Up until now, even he was 

curious about the outcome of the battle.Yue Feng, Yun Lei, and the others also chased after them.Xie 

Yun protected Princess Chi Hong and didn't chase after them. He sighed and said, "Chi Hong, your 

academy has really produced a ruthless person this time!""Don't worry!"Although the restrictions on 

Princess Chi Hong's body were not lifted, she could still speak. She said hatefully, "Junior Brother Su will 

never let Tai Hua off. He will definitely avenge Senior Brother Ye!""It's difficult."Xie Yun shook his head 

slightly and said, "Su Zimo's combat power might be better than Immortal Tai Hua's, but if Immortal Tai 

Hua keeps avoiding the battle and wants to escape, he won't stand a chance."Princess Chi Hong was 

silent.She knew in her heart that Xie Yun was right.After all, Su Zimo was alone. If Immortal Tai Hua 

wanted to escape, Su Zimo wouldn't be able to stop him. 



 

In the square.Many cultivators were horrified when they saw this scene.At this point, this battle had 

already exceeded everyone's expectations.The Flying Immortal Sect and the Dajin Immortal Kingdom 

suffered heavy losses. Su Zimo killed 16 peak-stage Earth Immortals and almost removed them from the 

Earth Roll!These two great forces could be said to have lost all face!What was more terrifying was that 

the battle didn't seem to be over.Su Zimo still didn't give up and followed closely behind Immortal Tai 

Hua. He wanted to kill him!"Look, what's going on over there?"At this moment, someone looked around 

and saw a scene that was happening not far away from the Teleportation Array in the Fourth Heaven. 

 


